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RAPUNZEL
Source: Brothers
Grimm (1812)
Plot: A man steals
some rapunzel from
a witch’s garden for
his pregnant wife.
As punishment the

witch claims the child when it is
born, names her Rapunzel and
locks her in a tower without a door
or stairs. Years later, a passing
prince hears her singing and sees
the witch climb her hair to enter
the tower. He does so, too, and
they fall in love. But the witch finds
out and casts her into the wilder-
ness and blinds the prince. One day, he hears her singing
again and they are reunited.
Origin: This story is believed to be based on the fourth
century Christian martyr Saint Barbara, who lived in
what is now Turkey. Her cruel father locked his beauti-
ful daughter in a tower away from possible husbands.
While imprisoned she converted to Christianity, which
enraged her father. The Romans ordered that he behead
her for the crime. Soon after murdering her, he was struck
by lightning and killed.

PIED PIPER OF HAMELIN
Source: Brothers Grimm (1816)
Plot: A town suffers from an infestation of rats and
recruits a rat-catcher to get rid of them.
The rat-catcher agrees a deal and leads the rodents
out of the town with his musical pipe. However, the
townsfolk renege on the deal. The angry rat-catcher
returns later and, when the adults are at church, he

plays his pipe, luring the children out of their homes and away from the town.
Two children remain behind to tell the adults what happened.
Origin: What is definitely known is that the real German
town suffered a terrible event in 1284 in which many
children died or disappeared. What is not known is the
cause. Some suspect a landslide or outbreak of
plague but the most probable scenario was a mass
emigration by the town’s children to colonise eastern
Europe, led by a charming recruiter.

GOLDILOCKS AND THE THREE BEARS
Source: Robert Southey (1837)
Plot: A family of bears go for a walk while waiting for their

porridge to cool. A little girl enters
their house and tastes each

bowl of porridge, breaks a
chair and then falls fast asleep in
one of their beds. When the bears
arrive home, they find the young girl asleep and

scare her away.
Origin: Folklorists believe this tale has its

origins in prehistory. Ancient humans
offered gifts, including food, to

these animals. The story may
have come from a warning not

to interfere with bears’ prop-
erty or it could have begun
with one foolish person
stealing the gifts and
being killed for the crime.

THE UGLY DUCKLING
Source: Hans Christian Andersen (1843)
Plot: When all of a mother duck’s eggs hatch, one of
the ducklings is unlike the others. It is large, grey and
ugly and is eventually driven away from the farm. The
duckling wanders for a time, being rejected by every
animal it meets. Much later, it arrives at a pond with
swans and is drawn to them. Miraculously, they accept

the duckling and when he sees his reflection in the water, he realises
that he, too, is a
beautiful swan.
Origin: This tale has
been a children’s
favourite for
centuries because
it deals with the
timeless problem of
‘fitting in’ and claims
that inner beauty
always shines
through. However,
Andersen wrote it as
a metaphor for his
battle with being
born into the lower
classes, coupled with
his homosexuality.

JACK AND THE
BEANSTALK
Source: Joseph
Jacobs (1890)
Plot: A poor
boy is sent to
market by his
widowed

mother to sell a cow. On the
way, he meets a man who offers
him some magic beans in
exchange for the animal. The
boy agrees and returns home.
His angry mother throws the
beans out of the window.
Overnight, the beans transform
into a beanstalk that reaches above the clouds. The boy climbs it, entering
a giant’s home and stealing his gold. The giant chases the boy down the
beanstalk but the boy chops it down before the giant can reach the ground.
Origin: Earlier versions of the tale supplied Jack with moral reasons for
stealing from and killing the giant, including the fact that his poverty and
his father’s death were the giant’s fault. Freudian interpretations of the
story claim the beanstalk is a massive phallic symbol, with the young Jack
battling with adulthood (the giant).

THE EMPEROR’S
NEW CLOTHES
Source: Hans
Christian
Andersen (1837)
Plot: A ruler who
takes pride in his
clothes is told by

two conmen that they could
make him a suit with a magical
cloth, which was invisible to
stupid people.
Trusted aides are ordered to go
and see the suit and they
confirm it is beautiful, for fear
they would be called stupid.
The emperor agrees to parade through the town wearing the suit. Everyone
marvels at the magical material until a little boy points out that the ruler is
wearing nothing.
Origin: It is believed this tale originated from the growing distrust of royal
rulers during the bleak Middle Ages. With disease, famine and taxes making
working-class life a struggle, royalty were more concerned in showing their
wealth than tending to the needs of the people, who mocked their rulers’
intelligence and egos through the medium of storytelling.

THE GINGERBREAD
MAN
Source: Joseph
Jacobs (1890)
Plot: An old woman
bakes some ginger-
bread in the shape of a
little man but when

she and her husband try to eat it, he
comes to life and runs away. He
meets several different animals who
all want to eat him and all join in the
chase.
Eventually, the gingerbread man
comes to a river but cannot cross it.
A fox offers to carry him on its back.
As the water deepens, the fox tells

him to hop on to its nose, then it suddenly eats him.
Origin: Jacobs’s version was called Johnny Cake and the fox pretends to be
deaf. There are hundreds of versions of the simple tale but they are all
believed to derive from a single story that celebrates the role of women —
neatly merging their traditional abilities in the kitchen with their ability to
produce children. Ancient cultures revered the role of women in society but
this stance disappeared after the rise of Christianity.

BEAUTY AND
THE BEAST
Source:
Gabrielle-Suzanne
Barbot de
Villeneuve (1740)
Plot: A merchant
travels to meet

one of his ships. His daughters
ask him to return with dresses
and jewels but one of them asks
simply for a rose. A storm forces
the merchant to take refuge at the
palace of the Beast. Upon leaving,
the merchant takes a rose from
the garden. The furious Beast
vows to kill him unless one of his
daughters comes to live with him.
The Beast falls in love with Beauty. When he almost dies after she fails to
return to him after a brief visit to her family, she promises to marry him. The
Beast then turns into a handsome prince.
Origin: It is believed the tale is a fable about arranged marriages, particularly
those involving young women and older men, who were criticised by rivals
and enemies for ‘preying’ on their new brides. The tale’s message is that
once the wife can see beyond the age barrier, the couple can live happily
ever after.

HANSEL
AND
GRETEL
Source:
Brothers
Grimm
(1815)
Plot: A

poor woodcutter leaves
his two children in the
forest because he does
not have enough food to
feed them. The lost
children discover a house
made of bread and sugar.
The old woman who lives
there welcomes them
and promises to feed
them. However, she is a
witch and has tricked them. Hansel and Gretel then trick the witch
into her own oven, steal her jewels and find their way home.
Origin: The modern, toned-down version of the tale comes
from the harsh Middle Ages in Europe, when famine and plague
swept the continent. Tragic tales of parents abandoning children
or selling them in exchange for food were not uncommon.

LITTLE RED RIDING
HOOD
Source: Brothers
Grimm (1812)
Plot: A young girl
journeys to her
grandmother’s house
to deliver some food.

On the way she meets a wolf, who
wants to eat her. She tells it where
she is going. The wolf rushes to the
grandmother’s house, locks the old
woman in a cupboard and waits for
the girl. When Red Riding Hood
arrives, the wolf pretends to be her
grandmother but before it can eat her,
a hunter arrives and kills the wolf.
Origin: The original tales, from the 14th century, contain many differences to
the version we know today. The wolf was often replaced by an ogre who eats
the grandmother and tricks the girl into eating some of the remains. Also, the
male hero is a more modern addition by male storytellers, who were uncom-
fortable with the fact the girl was clever enough to escape by herself.
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FROM ‘once upon a time’ to ‘happily ever after’, the immortal bedtime stories that fit
between those phrases have enchanted children for the best part of 1,000 years.
Tales of handsome princes, beautiful princesses, wicked witches, giants, monsters and
talking animals are a part of cultures across the globe. They were a crucial learning tool
for children in early communities, providing key lessons on morals through the eternal
battle between good and evil.

Such tales contained a simple plot, to be dressed with the inventive additions of the
storyteller. Even the listeners, who were usually young children, could engage fully with
the tale by supplying material.

The best known European fairytales, or folk tales, were collected in Germany by
Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm, in England by Joseph Jacobs and across the continent by
Danish author Hans Christian Andersen. The Brothers Grimm and the Australian-born
Jacobs were scholars who collected tales and made minor changes to them, depending
on the tastes of their editors and readers. Andersen created his own stories, though he
was frustrated at his failure in becoming a novelist.

Those who dismiss fairytales as simply children’s stories fail to realise that most of

them originate from tales drenched in death and destruction. Others came about to
give hope to those struggling with the hardships experienced by the lowest classes.
Add a big bad wolf or a fairy godmother and the bleak world became a little bit
more bearable.

This weekend sees the US release of Shrek the Third, the latest episode in
Dreamworks’ trumping of what used to be Disney’s monopoly on fairytale
re-imaginings. Seventy years ago, Walt Disney produced Snow White and Seven
Dwarfs, the first successful animated feature-length film in the western world.
Disney took liberties with the Brothers Grimm version of the tale — he gave the
dwarfs their names — but his work paid off. The entire Disney empire owes its
existence to the film.

The cast of characters in the Shrek films are recognisable to us all and their
‘celebrity’ status has allowed the filmmakers to take even greater liberties. Hence,
the assassin Puss in Boots, the cross-dressing Big Bad Wolf and the ugly leading
characters. But take a closer look at the tales we tell children to help them sleep at
night. Most of them have X-rated origins.


